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ABSTRACT
Recent observations show that rings and gaps are ubiquitous in protoplanetary discs.
These features are often interpreted as being due to the presence of planets; however,
the effect of planetary migration on the observed morphology has not been inves-
tigated hitherto. In this work we investigate whether multiwavelength mm/submm
observations can detect signatures of planet migration, using 2D dusty hydrodynamic
simulations to model the structures generated by migrating planets and synthesising
ALMA continuum observations at 850µm and 3 mm. We identify three possible mor-
phologies for a migrating planet: a slowly migrating planet is associated with a single
ring outside the planet’s orbit, a rapidly migrating planet is associated with a single
ring inside the planet’s orbit while a planet migrating at intermediate speed generates
one ring on each side of the planet’s orbit. We argue that multiwavelength data can
distinguish multiple rings produced by a migrating planet from other scenarios for cre-
ating multiple rings, such as multiple planets or discs with low viscosity. The signature
of migration is that the outer ring has a lower spectral index, due to larger dust grains
being trapped there. Of the recent ALMA observations revealing protoplanetary discs
with multiple rings and gaps, we suggest that Elias 24 is the best candidate for a
planet migrating in the intermediate speed regime.
Key words: submillimetre: planetary systems — techniques: interferometric — pro-
toplanetary discs — planet-disc interactions — hydrodynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
High resolution images of protoplanetary discs have unveiled
a wealth of structures, such as gaps, rings and cavities in
the (sub)-millimeter continuum emission with the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) and scattered light via
the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch
(SPHERE) and the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) instru-
ments (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Rapson et al.
2015; Clarke et al. 2018; Beuzit et al. 2019, Beuzit et al.
2008, Macintosh et al. 2014), with spirals and point sources
also present in scattered light images (e.g. Benisty et al.
2015; Wagner et al. 2015). The origin of these structures is
much debated, but points either to some disc process (e.g.
associated with magnetohydrodynamical effects, Flock et al.
2015, or opacity effects at ice lines, Zhang et al. 2016, though
? E-mail: pn297@cam.ac.uk
† E-mail: rab200@ast.cam.ac.uk
see Long et al. 2018), or the presence of planets. The asso-
ciation of some of these structures with planets is almost
certainly true, given that direct imaging surveys have found
planets in similar ranges of semi-major axis (Marois et al.
2008; Biller et al. 2013; Vigan et al. 2017; Keppler et al.
2018).
A number of studies have suggested that these struc-
tures contain more information than just the presence of
planets. For example, gap depths and widths both in the
dust and the gas surface density profile can help to con-
strain the planet mass (Crida et al. 2006; Kanagawa et al.
2015; Rosotti et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2018). Teague et al.
(2018) argue that the deviations in the rotation curve due
to planets can be derived from CO line observations, plac-
ing similar constraints on the mass. Furthermore, the gap
structure can place constraints on the viscosity in discs be-
cause planets can open multiple gaps when the viscosity is
low (Dong et al. 2018; Bae & Zhu 2018). Fedele et al. (2018)
argued that this is likely the case in AS 209, with one planet
c© 2019 The Authors
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opening 2 or 3 gaps. Recent high resolution data from the
DSHARP survey support this idea (Andrews et al. 2018;
Guzma´n et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018). Another idea is to
use the width of rings in ALMA images to constrain the
strength of turbulence (Dullemond et al. 2018).
Recently, Meru et al. (2019) argued that planet migra-
tion may have an effect on the observed morphology of gaps
and rings opened by planets. This is based on the idea that
the planet’s radial velocity relative to the radial velocity of
dust in the planet’s vicinity determines where dust particles
concentrate. If the planet is migrating slowly with respect to
the dust, one obtains the morphology well known in the con-
text of transition discs (Rice et al. 2006). In this case dust
from large distance drifts towards the planet, being trapped
outside its orbit, while dust inside the planet’s orbit drifts
towards the star, leaving behind a cavity. Meru et al. (2019)
showed that a different morphology arises when the planet
migrates faster than the dust drifts. In this case the planet
sweeps up the dust ahead of it, creating a ring inside the
planet’s orbit and leaves the dust outside of the planet’s
orbit behind.
The idea that ALMA observations can constrain the
migration speed of planets in discs could have a tremen-
dous impact on our understanding of planet formation and
evolution. This is because, under the assumption that the
structures are due to planets, the inferred planet masses and
semi-major axes (typically in the Neptune to Jupiter range
at radii of 10s of au) sample a region of parameter space that
is hard to access via traditional exoplanet detection methods
(i.e. radial velocity and transit method are suited to finding
planets within a few au, while direct imaging surveys, which
target larger semi-major axes, are restricted by sensitivity
limits to masses above a few times Jupiter’s mass). To date,
while planetary migration is widely invoked as a theoretical
concept and as a key ingredient in determining planetary
system demographics, there has been no direct observational
confirmation of the process.
In this paper we analyse the morphological imprint of
planet migration. To this end, we consider multiwavelength
continuum brightness profiles, taking into account the full
range of dust grain sizes present. This enables us to explore
how the picture put forward by Meru et al. (2019) is af-
fected by the complication of having different dust grain
sizes, which travel at different speeds. In section 2 we con-
duct 2D dusty hydrodynamic simulations and produce syn-
thetic ALMA observations to explore whether the structures
remain observable when taking into account the full distri-
bution of grain sizes present in the disc. In section 3 we
present the physical basis for the different results, summa-
rizing the key results in Meru et al. (2019). In section 4 we
examine the synthetic brightness profiles for different choices
of planet migration speed. We discuss the circumstances un-
der which these signatures can be distinguished from other
mechanisms that produce gaps and rings.
Finally, in section 5 and section 6 we discuss our results
in the context of observed systems and present our conclu-
sions.
2 METHODS
2.1 Hydrodynamic simulations
We conduct multi-species gas and dust simulations of the
gap structure formed by migrating planets, in the same way
as Meru et al. (2019). We use the code FARGO3D (Ben´ıtez-
Llambay & Masset 2016), running in a 2D cylindrical ge-
ometry, which we adapted to include dust dynamics (Booth
et al. 2015; Rosotti et al. 2016). A logarithmic grid is used,
with radius extending from 0.1 to 3 times the planet’s initial
radius, comprising 1257 and 680 cells in the azimuthal and
radial directions respectively. The gas surface density is set
to
Σ = Σ0
(
R0
R
)
, (1)
where R is the radius in the disc, R0 is the initial location
of the planet and Σ0 is the gas surface density at R0. The
disc is modelled as locally isothermal with a constant flaring
index, where the aspect ratio, h, is
h =
H
R
= hp
(
R
R0
)0.25
, (2)
where H is the pressure scale height, hp is the aspect ratio at
the planet’s initial location. The parameters used are shown
in Table 1. We include viscosity via the α prescription of
Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) and set αν = 10
−3.
We use 13 dust sizes in the simulations with logarith-
mically spaced Stokes numbers between 0.1 and 10−5. The
maximum Stokes number is chosen to be consistent with the
maximum size in grain-growth models (Birnstiel et al. 2012).
The minimum Stokes number is chosen so that it is 100 times
smaller than αν because for dust sizes smaller than this the
dust follows the gas (Takeuchi & Lin 2002; Jacquet et al.
2012).
The planets are initially located at 1 code unit in the
disc and allowed to migrate immediately. We model planets
with Mp = 30 M⊕ and prescribe the migration as in Meru
et al. (2019),
Rp = R0e
−t/τI , (3)
where Rp is the planet’s location, t is the time after the
planet is released, and τI is the Type I migration timescale,
which is given by
τI =
R2pΩpMp
2|Γp| , (4)
where Ωp is the Keplerian frequency found at the location
of the planet. The torque exerted by the disc on the planet,
Γp, is given by
Γp = −1.95
( q
h
)2
ΣpR
4
pΩ
2
p. (5)
(Baruteau et al. 2014). Here q is the planet-to-star mass
ratio. Table 1 shows a subset of the simulations that we
have run with the planet and disc parameters used.
2.2 Radiative transfer
To investigate whether the signatures of migration are ob-
servable at (sub)-millimetre wavelengths, we compute the
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Table 1. The characteristics of the models whose intensity profiles are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In all the simulations mass of
the planet is 30 M⊕. The first column shows the migration time in orbits calculated using the orbital period of the planet at its initial
location. The second column shows the location of the planet after migrating in au, the third column shows the initial location of the
planet in au, the fourth column shows the gas mass derived from the migration time scale (Equation 4), the fifth column shows the critical
dust grain size, the sixth column shows the critical Stokes number and the last two columns show h and hau as defined in Equation 2
and Equation 6.
Model τI (orbits) Rp (au) R0 (au) Mdisc (M) acrit (µm) Stcrit h hau
Slow 2865 54.17 71.6 2.418× 10−3 49 0.012 0.045 0.0165
Intermediate 975 38.71 71.6 5.076× 10−3 301 0.026 0.041 0.0165
Fast 716 40.97 71.6 7.315× 10−3 591 0.037 0.042 0.0165
dust continuum emission assuming it comes from the mid-
plane using the same temperature profile as in the hydro-
dynamical simulations, i.e. we convert the disc aspect ratio
(Equation 2) into temperature assuming a mean molecular
weight of 2.3 and a 1 M star, giving
T = 100
(
hau
0.02
)2(
R
1 au
)−0.5
K, (6)
where hau is the disc aspect ratio at 1 au. The intensity is
given by
Iν = Bν(T )(1− e−τν ), (7)
where Bν(T ) is the Planck function at temperature T and
τν =
∑
a
Σaκa is the optical depth at frequency ν. In the ex-
pression for optical depth, Σa and κa are the surface density
and opacity of dust with size a respectively. In subsection 4.2
we show the optical depth for four ranges of dust sizes using
this expression.
The optical depth is computed assuming an opacity of
compact spherical grains, found from Mie theory and using
the optical constants of astronomical silicates (Draine 2003).
The dust surface density for each grain size is calculated
in the same manner as in Rosotti et al. (2016). We take the
dust surface densities from the hydrodynamic simulations
and convert them to dimensional form by assuming an ini-
tial dust-to-gas ratio of 0.01 to normalise the densities. We
assume 66 logarithmically spaced dust grain sizes between
0.5µm and a maximum grain size of 1 mm or 1 cm, where
the grains follow a size distribution of dN
da
∝ a−3.5.
The Stokes number is given by
St = tsΩ =
ρd aΩ
ρg Cs
√
pi
8
=
pi
2
ρd a
Σg
, (8)
where ts is the stopping time, ρd is the bulk density of the
dust which we have assumed to be 1 g cm−3, ρg is the mid-
plane gas density and Σg =
√
2piH ρg is the gas surface
density. For comparison, grains with Stokes number of 0.1
will have size
amax = 0.9×
(
Mdisc
0.005 M
)(
Rp
50 au
)−1
mm, (9)
where a disc radius of 100 au has been assumed.
To produce the 1D brightness profiles of the disc shown
in section 4, we azimuthally average the dust surface densi-
ties at each radius and use this average in Equation 7. Note
that for the planet mass considered here, no spirals are vis-
ible in the simulated images.
2.3 Simulated observations
We also produce synthetic ALMA observations for a sub-
set of our simulations to test which features are observ-
able in realistic observations. We compute ALMA synthetic
observations at 850µm (band 7) and 3 mm (band 3) us-
ing the ‘simobserve’ tool in Common Astronomy Software
Applications package (CASA) (McMullin et al. 2007). At
each wavelength we combine an extended configuration and
a compact configuration of ALMA’s 12 m Array to sam-
ple all the spatial scales present in the simulations between
0.028′′ and 1.5′′. Configurations C43-8 and C43-5 are com-
bined for 850µm (352.71 GHz) and configurations C43-9 and
C43-6 are combined for 3 mm (99.93 GHz). The beam size is
0.034′′×0.031′′ for the 850µm emission and 0.067′′×0.056′′
for the 3 mm emission. We use integration times of 2 hours
and 5 hours for C43-8 and C43-9 respectively. We find the in-
tegration times for configurations C43-5 and C43-6 by multi-
plying the integration times for C43-8 and C43-9 by 0.22 and
0.21 multipliers, as advised by the ALMA Proposer Guide.
We assume a continuum bandwidth of 7.5 GHz at each wave-
length. We assume the disc is face-on and is located at a
distance of 140 pc.
The outputs of ‘simobserve’ are cleaned using the
CASA ‘tclean’ task (DeForest 2017). We cleaned the im-
ages down to the noise levels. The noise in Band 7 is 1.85×
10−2 mJy/beam and in Band 3 is 4.79 × 10−3 mJy/beam.
We azimuthally average the ALMA synthetic image at each
radius to produce the 1D brightness profiles of the syn-
thetic observations shown in section 4. The errors on the
azimuthally averaged brightness profiles reported in Figure 1
and Figure 2 not only include the sensitivity limit of the ob-
servations (as computed by the ALMA simulator), but also
account for the number of independent brightness measure-
ments obtained at each radius,
√
2piR
bmaj
, where bmaj is the
beam’s semi-major axis.
To obtain unbiased radial profiles of the spectral in-
dices, we use the same range of baselines (17.65 kλ-4630 kλ)
and the same restoring beam (0.067′′×0.056′′). Then we az-
imuthally average the data at each radius and find the errors
as described above. Next, we calculate the spectral indices
using the following equation
α =
log (I7/I3)
log (ν7/ν3)
, (10)
where ν is the frequency and the subscripts indicate the
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2019)
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ALMA bands. Finally, we propagate the errors in intensities
to the error in spectral index starting from Equation 10.
3 MODEL PARAMETERS
As shown in Meru et al. (2019), the morphology of the dust
surface density depends on the relative radial velocity of the
dust and planet. Large dust grains can migrate faster than
the planet, meaning that dust grains from large distances
become trapped in the pressure maximum outside it’s orbit,
while large dust grains inside the planet’s orbit run away
towards the star. Conversely small dust grains can migrate
more slowly than the planet, leading to the opposite be-
haviour – i.e. dust inside the planet’s orbit is caught up and
swept up into a ring inside the planet’s orbit, while small
dust grains outside the planet’s orbit are left behind. This
relies on the planet opening up a deep enough gap that the
dust cannot pass through it, i.e. Mp & 20M⊕ (Rosotti et al.
2016). Thus we focus on the case of a 30M⊕ planet, which
opens up enough of a gap to prevent dust flowing through
its orbit without being so massive as to be in the Type II
migration regime, where the planet is expected to migrate
much slower than the dust.
ALMA offers the best chance of observing such an effect.
This is due to the combination of several factors: 1) the disc
is sufficiently optically thin that the emission traces the mid-
plane density 2) the spatial resolution is sufficient to probe
planet-induced gaps and 3) the parameter space where the
migration speed of a planet is comparable to the speed of
the dust lies in a range that produces observable features at
mm wavelengths. We therefore focus on grain sizes in the
vicinity of 1 mm.
To determine the parameter space for suitably sized
dust we can compare the velocity of the planet, vp, to vd,
the velocity of the dust (Meru et al. 2019). These are given
by
vp =
Rp
τI
, (11)
and
vd =
St
ΣgΩ
∂P
∂R
, (12)
where the 2D expression for the radial drift velocity is used
to be compatible with the numerical simulations (the 3D
expression is only different by a factor of order unity, c.f.
Takeuchi & Lin 2002). Combining these with Equation 4 we
find the Stokes number and grain size at which vp = vd for
a given disc mass and radius:
Stcrit ∼ 0.015
(
Mp
30 M⊕
)(
Mdisc
0.005 M
)(
Rdisc
100 au
)−1
×
(
h
0.05
)−4(
M?
1 M
)−2(
Rp
50 au
)
, (13)
and
acrit ∼ 0.13
(
Mp
30 M⊕
)(
Mdisc
0.005 M
)2(
ρd
1 g cm−3
)−1
×
(
Rdisc
100 au
)−2(
M?
1 M
)−2(
h
0.05
)−4
mm. (14)
In the following sections we will compare a given grain
size to the critical grain size as defined above. In particular
we will compare acrit both with the minimum grain size that
contributes significantly to the emission at wavelength λ, i.e.
2pia ∼ λ (Draine & Lee 1984), and also the maximum grain
size present (1 mm or 1 cm).
4 RESULTS
We have explored the range of morphologies using simu-
lations with different migration speeds and disc aspect ra-
tios. We first examine three simulations that demonstrate
the range of behaviours seen in subsections 4.1 to 4.3, be-
fore presenting our exploration of the parameter space in
subsection 4.4.
4.1 Morphology
We begin by discussing the morphology of the continuum
emission for the case of a slowly migrating planet, vp  vd,
an intermediate case, vp ≈ vd, and a fast case, vp  vd.
As discussed above, the regime that the simulation occupies
depends on both the grain size and the migration rate of the
planet, so it is necessary to decide upon a grain size. In the
discussion below, we label the three simulations based upon
which regime they would be in when amax = 1 mm. Note
that the morphology is dependent on the simulation regime
which itself depends on the choice of maximum grain size
(see subsection 4.2).
The simulated brightness profiles, along with the syn-
thetic images, reconstructed brightness profiles, and spectral
indices are shown in Figure 1. The parameters of these three
models shown are given in Table 1.
We first consider the two extreme cases, the slow planet
case (vp  vd) and the fast planet case (vp  vd). The slow
planet case, with acrit = 40µm, is characterised by a single
ring outside the planet’s orbit and a low surface brightness
inside the planet’s orbit because most of the dust inside the
planet’s orbit has drained onto the star.
The fast planet case instead shows a single ring inside
the planet’s orbit. This essentially confirms the behaviour
identified by Meru et al. (2019), where the position of the
bright ring relative to the planet depends on the migration
speed. This shows that both morphology types can be identi-
fied by ALMA (for a further discussion see subsection 4.3).
We note that in the fast case we have acrit ≈ 600µm, so
there is some dust migrating faster than the planet. How-
ever, the contribution to the opacity in Band 7 from dust
with vd > vp is sufficiently small that the morphology is
not considerably affected by the presence of these grains. In
Band 3 the largest grains have a more important contribu-
tion to the opacity, which explains why the outer edge of the
gap is more well defined in the longer wavelength observa-
tion. However, even in this case there is no clear bright ring
outside of the planet, with the main bright ring appearing
just inside the gap.
The intermediate case is characterised by two rings, one
either side of the planet’s orbit, which can be seen at 850µm
in Figure 1. In this case we have acrit ≈ 0.3 mm, such that
the amount of mass trapped outside the planet’s orbit is
comparable to the amount swept up by the planet on the
interior side.
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2019)
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Figure 1. Simulated intensity profiles for the three simulations in Table 1, assuming the maximum grain size is 1 mm. Top row: Red and
Green solid lines show the intensity profiles from the FARGO3D simulations, the corresponding dashed lines show the profiles derived
from the simulated ALMA images with the shaded red and green areas around them indicating the 1σ errors (regions with signal-to-noise
< 2 have been excluded from the profiles), the black dashed line shows the location of the planet and the shaded grey areas indicate the
rings or dust enhancements. Second row: The blue solid and dashed lines show the spectral indices from the hydrodynamical simulations
and the simulated ALMA images with the shaded blue areas around the dashed lines indicating the 1σ errors, the black dashed line
shows the location of the planet. Third Row: Simulated ALMA images at 850 µm. Bottom Row: Simulated ALMA images at 3 mm.
The slow case has a similar morphology to a transition
or pre-transitional disc (e.g. Espaillat et al. 2007), i.e the sur-
face brightness inside the gap is much lower than outside it.
For faster migrating planets the surface brightness inside the
planet’s orbit is instead comparable or higher than outside
the planet’s orbit. This suggests that there is a combination
of characteristics (an exterior ring and a bright inner disc)
which is an unambiguous signature of planetary migration.
This is because, for a stationary planet, the outer ring de-
velops (on a radial drift timescale for the dust) on the same
timescale as the inner disc becomes devoid of dust (by the
same process).
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2019)
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4.2 Role of the maximum grain size
The main effect of changing the maximum grain size is to
change the region of parameter space in which the planet
is in the intermediate regime, characterised by two bright
rings, one either side of the planet’s orbit. This is demon-
strated in Figure 2, which shows the intensity profiles for the
same simulations as Figure 1, but with a maximum grain size
of 1 cm instead of 1 mm. The morphology of the slow and
intermediate cases are similar to those with amax = 1 mm, al-
though the outer ring is noticeably brighter for amax = 1 cm.
However, the morphology of the fast case has changed, show-
ing a double ring. This is because the 1 cm grains are large
enough that they migrate faster than the planet, becoming
trapped in the pressure maximum outside the planet’s orbit.
Thus, for a larger amax the fast planet simulation enters the
intermediate regime.
The two sets of simulated images with amax = 1 mm
and amax = 1 cm highlight the separate conditions required
for the formation of the inner and outer rings. The outer
ring forms as long as there are enough grains large enough
that they migrate faster than the planet, even if these grains
have sizes significantly larger than the wavelength. The tran-
sition disc-type morphology in the slow planet cases shows
that the presence of grains that migrate slower than the
planet is not sufficient to produce an inner ring, unless the
remaining small grains provide a significant contribution to
the opacity at 850µm. This means that the transition from
the intermediate to slow regime will happen smoothly, with
the intensity inside the planet’s orbit decreasing as more
grains inside the planet’s orbit are able to escape onto the
star. Despite this, the transition happens over a relatively
narrow range in disc masses and migration speed because of
the quadratic dependence of acrit on the disc mass (Equa-
tion 14).
To illuminate the above argument further, we break
down the optical depth at 850µm into the contributions
from different grain sizes in Figure 3. This shows that the
outer ring is dominated by emission from grains of about
acrit and larger, while the emission from the inner ring is
dominated by emission from grains with size comparable to
acrit. Although the grains in the smallest size bin are pre-
dominantly found in the inner regions, their contribution to
the total opacity is too small to be significant. Thus, the
criterion 2piacrit . λ can be used to approximately decide
whether an inner ring should be present, distinguishing be-
tween the slow and intermediate cases. However, the crite-
rion amax & acrit is most useful for determining whether an
outer ring forms because even the grains with 2pia λ con-
tribute significantly to the opacity in the outer ring. We em-
phasise however that these criteria are ‘rules of thumb’ and
that whether a given feature, inside or outside the planet’s
orbit, would be detectable in practice would depend on de-
tails of the observational set-up (sensitivity and resolution).
Quantitative interpretation of observations thus requires be-
spoke simulations synthesised with matching observational
parameters.
Figure 3 can also be used to examine how the mor-
phology would change in the case of smaller amax. This is
because only the normalization of the optical depth profile
produced by a given bin of grain sizes is changed when the
maximum grain size is changed (assuming all grains in the
bin remain below the maximum grain size). The normaliza-
tion of each bin can be computed simply because the optical
depth scales with the normalization of the grain size distri-
bution, which scales as (1 cm/amax)
1/2 (for n(a) ∝ a−3.5).
By looking at the optical depth profiles for grain sizes below
0.3 mm, we see that the intermediate simulation changes to
be in the fast planet regime, while the slow planet simula-
tion remains in the slow regime when amax . 0.3 mm. For
the slow planet simulation case to transit to the fast regime,
amax . acrit = 40µm would be required (Table 1).
4.3 Identifying migrating planets via spectral
indices
Now that we have shown that migrating planets produce
different morphologies in the (sub)-millimetre continuum
emission, we consider the issue of whether the signatures of
planet migration can be unambiguously identified. We note
that in order to quantify the planet migration speed the
radial drift velocity of the dust needs to be known, which
in practice relies on an estimate of the gas surface density.
However, in the absence of such an estimate, it is still pos-
sible to determine the velocity of the planet relative to the
dust.
The strongest signature of planet migration in the con-
tinuum emission would be to see the location of the ring
change from inside the planet’s orbit to outside it as the
wavelength of the observations is increased. However, this is
not seen in either Figure 1 or Figure 2. A wider separation
of wavelengths than 850µm and 3 mm would be needed to
see the maximum change sides in a single disc. While going
to shorter wavelengths (e.g. ALMA Band 9 or 10) would in-
crease the leverage, obtaining high resolution data becomes
more challenging due to the exceptional weather conditions
required. Furthermore, the emission may become optically
thick at short wavelengths. Wavelengths longer than 3 mm
are currently not available with ALMA, and both high spa-
tial resolution and high sensitivity would be required to see
the effect, making such observations challenging. However,
such long wavelength observations may be possible in the
future with the ngVLA (Ricci et al. 2018).
However, even with ALMA observations at 850µm and
3 mm it is possible to constrain the migration speed and
distinguish between the signature of migrating planets and
other mechanisms for producing gaps in some cases.
First, in the case of a single ring outside the planet’s
orbit and a lower surface brightness inside the planet’s orbit,
the planet must be migrating slowly enough that acrit is
smaller than both λ/2pi and amax (see subsection 4.2). This
is expected to be the case with giant planets and transition
discs.
Second, we note the obvious case for a fast migrating
planet, where there is only an inner ring. In this case we
know that there cannot be any grains drifting faster than
the planet migrates. Thus the planet’s migration speed can
be constrained by combining an estimate of the grain size
outside the planet’s orbit from the spectral index with a gas
surface density measurement.
The intermediate case is more challenging, but offers
the potential for the best constraint on the migration speed
because each of the two rings limits the migration speed
from different sides. In this case, we need to be able to dis-
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Figure 2. The same as Figure 1 for amax = 1 cm. With the presence of larger grains, the intensity profile of the ‘Fast’ simulation shows
two maxima—i.e. this simulation produces structures similar to the ‘intermediate’ simulation.
tinguish the presence of two rings due to a migrating planet
from two rings associated with another origin, such as two
dust traps formed by multiple non-migrating planets (e.g.
Dipierro et al. 2015) or multiple gaps opened by a single
planet in a low viscosity disc (e.g. Fedele et al. 2018).
The spectral index can again be used as a diagnostic
of a migrating planet in the intermediate case. The spectral
indices are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 (second row). The
diagnostic feature is that the spectral index in the inner ring
is higher than the outer ring, indicating that the grains are
smaller in the inner ring. This is inevitable if the grain size
in the inner ring is controlled by the competition between
radial drift and planet migration, but is not expected for
dust traps from multiple stationary planets. While we find
that a higher spectral index on the inside is typically the
case for the parameter space considered, we can envisage a
situation where the spectral index appears to be low despite
a fast migrating planet (i.e. a false negative). This could be
the case if the rings become optically thick (although this
is typically not the case for rings beyond ∼ 30 au; Andrews
et al. 2018). A second possibility is that the planet migrates
so fast that it sweeps up large enough grains inside its orbit
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wavelength is shown in black. The dashed line shows the location of the planet and the critical dust size is shown on each panel. This
shows the contribution of the different dust grain sizes to the brightness profiles.
that the spectral index becomes low due to the presence of
large grains. This would also require a grain size distribution
with maximum size much greater than λ to produce an outer
ring. Empirically, we found that the optically thick condition
is typically met first in our simulations.
While it is possible for the spectral index in both rings
to be low in the case of a migrating planet, the scenario
in which the inner ring has a higher index but there is no
migrating planet is less likely (i.e. a false positive). This is
for two reasons. 1) without any type of dust trapping the
grains are expected to be larger closer to the star, i.e. the
spectral index typically increases outwards. 2) If trapping is
occurring in both rings, then large grains should be present
in both of them. In fact, if growth is limited by fragmenta-
tion the grain size is expected to be larger in the inner trap
(Birnstiel et al. 2012; Bae et al. 2018), and thus have a lower
spectral index in the inner trap, if there is a significant dif-
ference at all. Thus multiple rings due to multiple planets, or
one planet opening multiple gaps in a low viscosity disc are
unlikely to produce a structure with a lower spectral index
in the outer ring.
Even in cases where the inner ring is not seen, such
as due to the lower resolution in Band 3 (Figure 1), there
is a clear difference in the surface brightness of the inner
disc between the slow and intermediate cases. The slow
case has a low surface brightness inside the gap, like a pre-
transitional disc, while the intermediate case does not. Thus
it may not be necessary to resolve the inner ring to determine
that a planet is migrating. The presence of a ring outside
the planet’s orbit, combined with spectral index informa-
tion showing that the grains are larger outside the gap than
immediately inside of the gap would also confirm that the
planet is migrating (regardless of whether there is a clear
ring or just an enhanced surface brightness interior to the
planet).
4.4 Parameters of the disc
Having demonstrated that different disc parameters give rise
to noticeably different morphologies in the continuum emis-
sion associated with migrating planets, we now consider the
parameter space in which the signatures of migration are
present. For this purpose we consider a disc with Σ ∝ R−1
and T ∝ R−0.5, as in section 2. In Figure 4 we explore
this parameter space by showing the regions where a 30M⊕
planet migrates faster than the dust that is the dominant
contributor to the emission in Band 7, i.e. where vp > vd
for 2pia = 850µm. In this figure the disc mass refers to the
gas mass inside 100 au (with a dust-to-gas ratio of 0.01). We
also mark the approximate region where the disc becomes
optically thick by the shaded grey area and where St ≤ αvisc
for 2pia = 850µm by the green hatched area. On this figure
we plot the results of a selection of different hydrodynamic
results, with the derived morphology denoted by different
symbols (divided into the categories above: a slow, interme-
diate and fast migrating planet).
From Figure 4, the parameter range in which migration
rate can be unambiguously measured appears to be quite
small (i.e. the region between 2piacrit = λ and the disc be-
coming optically thick). At low disc masses the planet mi-
grates too slowly, resulting in a single ring appearing outside
the planet’s orbit (triangles). In this case it becomes diffi-
cult to distinguish a slowly migrating planet from a non-
migrating planet. However, we note that it may still be pos-
sible to derive a constraint on the planet’s migration speed
from the fact that the inner disc has not been completely
depleted of dust. Given enough time, for a non-migrating
planet the surface brightness inside would decrease below the
level found in Figure 1. Such an inference would however re-
quire detailed modelling of the dust evolution, because very
small grains can filter through the gap (Zhu et al. 2012;
Pinilla et al. 2012; Bae et al. 2018).
At higher disc masses, a double ring structure in which
the inner ring has a higher spectral index can be used to
determine that a planet is migrating (circles). However, the
spectral index diagnostic for migration can only be used until
the disc becomes optically thick. This means that the range
over which it is possible to distinguish a single migrating
planet from other mechanisms for producing a double ring
structure is limited to a factor of a few in disc mass. How-
ever, for still larger disc masses where the speed of planet
migration increases enough to cause the ring to switch to
the interior of the planet (i.e. the asterisks in Figure 1), this
unambiguous morphological signature of migration does not
require validation via spectral index measurements. Thus
the regime in which it is possible to discern planet migra-
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Figure 4. The parameter space in which we can observe migra-
tion of a 30 M⊕ planet. Colours denote models with different disc
aspect ratios. Red and blue lines show where the migration speed
of the planet is equal to the radial drift speed of dust grains with
size 2pia = 850µm. The shaded blue and red areas show where
we get morphologies similar to the slow migrating planet (one
ring outside planet’s orbit). The shaded grey area shows where
the models start becoming optically thick at 850µm. The green
line and hatched area at the bottom show where St ≤ αvisc for
2pia = 850µm (i.e. where the dust follows the gas flow). Trian-
gles show the simulations where a single ring forms outside of the
planet’s orbit (slow), circles show the simulations with two rings
(intermediate) and asterisks show the simulations with a single
ring inside of the planet’s orbit (fast) for amax = 1 mm. The sim-
ulations discussed in detail in subsections 4.1 to 4.3 are shown
with a box around them.
tion extends into regions of moderate optical depth (i.e. the
grey shaded region in Figure 4).
5 DISCUSSION
In this paper we have investigated how rapidly migrat-
ing planets affect the morphology of the (sub)-millimetre
emission and discussed the possible observable signatures of
planet migration. Meru et al. (2019) identified that planet
migration can significantly change the morphology of dust
emission because it is possible for a planet to migrate faster
than the dust. The simulated observations presented here
show that the range of morphologies identified by Meru et al.
(2019) are possible. For planets migrating slowly enough
with respect to the dust, there is a prominent ring outside
the planet’s orbit, while for rapidly migrating planets a sin-
gle ring appears inside the planet’s orbit. For planets mi-
grating at intermediate speeds, two rings are present. We
find that the morphology can change from a single inner to
a single outer ring over a relatively small range of migration
speeds (a factor ∼ 4 for the amax = 1 mm case) because the
size of the grains that migrate with the same speed as the
Where is the ring
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the gap?
Unambiguous 
detection of a 
migrating 
planet
Potentially 
a migrating 
planet
May be due to 
slowly 
migrating or 
stationary planet
Is the spectral index higher in the 
inner ring than the outer ring?
Migrating 
planet or other 
mechanisms
Migrating 
planet
Yes No
Both OutsideInside
Figure 5. Summary of our findings. Green indicates when it is
possible to detect a migrating planet while red indicates when it
is not. Similar to the double ring case, a deep gap with an outer
ring and a bright inner disc may also require a migrating planet.
planet, acrit, scales quadratically with the migration time-
scale (due to the linear and quadratic dependencies on the
disc mass in Equation 4 & 14, respectively). However, the
change in morphology with wavelength is slower and the
morphology of the emission in ALMA Bands 3 and 7 are
similar in each case. Thus it will be challenging to measure
the migration speed by seeing the ring appear on different
sides of the planet at different wavelengths.
We suggest that the morphology and spectral index to-
gether can be used to constrain the planet’s migration. Fig-
ure 5 summarises our findings in a flowchart. The morphol-
ogy of the emission at a single wavelength can place limits
on migration when only a single ring is present, since we
know the planet must be moving faster or slower than the
dust (depending on whether the ring is inside or outside the
gap, respectively). Similarly, when two rings are present we
can infer that the planet is migrating faster than the small-
est dust that contributes to the emission at the observed
wavelength (typically 0.1 mm, Figure 3), but slower than
the largest dust present. The argument that the intermedi-
ate case constrains the migration speed between two limits
relies on being able to distinguish two rings due to a mi-
grating planet from other possible causes. In subsection 4.3,
we argue that this is possible because the dust grains are
larger in the outer ring and hence the spectral index there
is lower. Conversely, for dust traps due to multiple planets
or multiple gaps from a single planet in a low viscosity disc,
the spectral index in the inner ring is generally expected to
be lower.
5.1 Do we already have evidence of migrating
planets?
Now that a number of protoplanetary discs have been ob-
served at high resolution, it is interesting to consider whether
the morphology of any of these discs provides evidence for
planet migration. While the rings imaged in pre-transition
discs are spectacular examples of dust trapping (e.g. Espail-
lat et al. 2014), any planets responsible for the cavities in
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these discs are clearly in the slow or no migration regime.
It is therefore more promising to consider whether there
are structures that correspond to the intermediate or fast
regimes. The best candidates for this are discs with narrow
rings and gaps; however, the two discs with spectral index
maps at high resolution TW Hya and HL Tau (Carrasco-
Gonza´lez et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2018a) do not have clear
signatures of migrating planets. In HL Tau this may be be-
cause the emission in the ALMA bands is optically thick,
while in TW Hya the gaps are shallow with no clear rings,
suggesting any planets must have low masses (Rosotti et al.
2016; Mentiplay et al. 2018) and thus allowing dust to flow
through the gap.
The DSHARP survey (Andrews et al. 2018) identified
rings in ∼ 18 discs, although not all of these are necessarily
due to planets (Zhang et al. 2016, Huang et al. 2018b), and
many of the gaps are shallow enough that dust could be
flowing through the gap. Considering the systems with deep
gaps, many of the discs show multiple deep gaps that are
close together, such that the separate gaps and rings can not
be considered independently. This makes it difficult to apply
the arguments presented here without detailed modelling of
both gaps simultaneously. Of the cases where there is a single
deep gap, SR 4 and Elias 24, the argument for a migrating
planet is strongest in the case of Elias 24. In the case of
SR 4, the evidence for narrow rings either inside or outside
of the planet’s orbit is weaker, but any inference about the
planet’s migration must take into account the small size of
the disc (i.e. since the gap is both close to the inner and
outer edges of the disc, it is not obvious whether the planet
could be in the fast or slow regime).
Elias 24 shows a gap with a ring exterior to it. Although
there is no clear second ring inside the gap, the disc’s bright-
ness is higher inside the planet’s orbit than outside. This is
difficult to reconcile with a non-migrating planet unless the
planet is young, i.e. less than a radial drift time-scale old.
However, such a young planet may be incompatible with the
enhanced dust emission in the ring outside the gap. Thus we
suggest that Elias 24 could host a planet migrating in the in-
termediate regime. We note that both Dipierro et al. (2018)
and Zhang et al. (2018) have modelled Elias 24 with dusty
hydrodynamical simulations. Dipierro et al. (2018) included
migration and found good agreement with ALMA observa-
tions at 0.2′′, while Zhang et al. (2018) used a non-migrating
planet to model the DSHARP data. While the Zhang et al.
(2018) results are a reasonable match to the data, the model
overestimates the brightness of the ring outside the planet’s
orbit and underestimates the brightness inside the planet’s
orbit, thus we expect that including migration would likely
lead to better agreement with the data. More robust conclu-
sions as to whether the planet that is carving the Elias 24
disc is migrating or not can be drawn in two ways: first, with
detailed hydrodynamical modelling that compares the pre-
dicted millimetre emission for migrating and non migrating
planets. Second, through direct measurement of the spectral
index made by comparing the current DSHARP observa-
tions (at 1.3mm) with high angular resolution observations
at longer wavelengths (e.g., 3mm).
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the possibility of observing the sig-
nature of a migrating planet, as predicted in Meru et al.
(2019). We conduct 2D dusty hydrodynamic simulations of
planets migrating in protoplanetary discs and produce syn-
thetic ALMA continuum images at 850µm and 3 mm for a
30 M⊕ planet.
We find that the brightness profiles of the dust contin-
uum along with the spectral indices can constrain whether a
planet is migrating, based upon three different morphologies
for the brightness profiles. The most radical differences be-
tween the brightness profiles occurs between a slowly and a
fast migrating planet. For a planet migrating slower than the
dust, a dust ring forms outside of the planet’s orbit, whereas
if the planet migrates faster than the dust the ring appears
inside of the planet’s orbit. We argue that these morpholo-
gies can be used to constrain the planet migration speed,
if the radial drift velocity of the dust can be estimated, for
example via the spectral index of the millimetre emission.
The third morphology occurs for planets migrating with
an intermediate speed. These planets create two rings with
largest dust grains being trapped in the outer ring and small-
est dust grains being swept into an interior ring by the mi-
grating planet. In this case, we can use the spectral indices
to distinguish between a migrating planet and other means
of creating multiple rings (i.e. low viscosity discs or multiple
planets). For a migrating planet we expect to see a lower
spectral index for the outer ring created by the larger dust
grains that have been trapped there.
Finally, we suggest that of the discs observed at high
angular resolution, Elias 24 is the most promising case for a
single planet migrating at a speed comparable to the dust,
due to the presence of a ring outside of the gap and an
enhancement of dust interior to the planet.
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